PRESS RELEASE

FATBOY PRESENTS:

THE SUMO SOFA SERIES
Modular, circular and revolutionarily generous, for life

Fatboy is taking over the living room! Meet the Sumo Sofa series.
This modular and circular sofa will transform any lounge into the best hangout ever.
As soon as you see it, there can’t be any doubt: it’s a Fatboy sofa. The Sumo Sofa series is soft and strong, tough and stylish.
Its design is rounder, roomier and more generous than you’ll be used to, which immediately makes it iconic. Sumo Sofa is the
heart and soul of your living room - and Fatboy’s indoor collection. Fatboy now offers everything you’ll need to transform your
living room into the most relaxed place ever. So sit down, let the cushions embrace you, and master the art of hanging out.

Bubble Pink

Honey

Limestone
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Modular, circular and pretty spectacular
With the Sumo Sofa series, Fatboy is unleashing its sustainable design philosophy for a circular future. Fatboy stands for
sustainable, high-quality products, supported by smart updates that will continuously extend their lifespan. All parts of
the Sumo Sofa are easy to repair or replace, so you can keep it looking like new. While its design is inspired by a collection
of cushions, the modular Sumo Sofa is constructed cleverly. Choose the right elements and easily assemble a loveseat, a
three-seater, or even a sofa of record-breaking length. And should you move to a new home (or just fancy a new sofa), changing it
into a new Sumo Sofa set couldn’t be easier. That’s how Sumo Sofa is making comfort timeless – but always different.

The sofa that wants to grow old with you
The Sumo Sofa series has been thought-through in every detail - with the highest quality every step of the way. Thanks to its
metal frame, it’s very robust and its recycled-foam cushions will keep their shape for many years. The fabric easily takes a bit of
rough and tumble in its stride. No worries about stains, the covers are washable. And if you fancy a different color, simply
replace them. Sumo Sofa only wants one thing: to grow old with you. And should you ever want to break up, the whole sofa can
be disassembled, with every part being recyclable.

Corner seat

Seat

Armrest

Hocker

Four elements. Four colors. Endless possibilities
Available in four colors, the Sumo Sofa series combines perfectly with Fatboy’s indoor collection.
Choose your own combination of corner seats, seats, armrests and hockers to put together your ultimate Sumo Sofa.
Or just take some inspiration from these greatest hits:

Sumo Loveseat
Generous enough for two.
Or nice and big for just one.
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Sumo Sofa Medium
So spacious there’s easily enough room for three.

Sumo Sofa Grand
Two people lying down, or five in a row.
This Sumo will really triple the fun.

Sumo Corner Sofa
The ultimate hangout for you, your partner,
your parents and your best friends. (And if
you scoot over, there’s room for the dog too).

Nice to know!
• For indoor use.

• Modular system.

• Available in bubble pink, honey, limestone and mouse grey.

• Washable and replaceable covers.

• FibreGuard stain resistant technology.

• Easy to assemble.

• Chunky basket-weave, durable fabric.
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